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Application of Presplitting Blasting Technology in Surrounding Rock Control of Gob-Side Entry Retaining with Hard Roof: A Case Study
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Through the analysis of the mining situation and geological data of Qidong mine and working face, the key factors affecting the roof cutting and pressure relief roadway retention along the goaf are defined. Combined with numerical simulation and field test, the reasonable parameters of combined presplitting blasting of deep hole and shallow hole in hard roof are determined, and the roof cutting effect is tested through field observation and borehole peeping. The comprehensive control measures for the surrounding rock of 7135 roadway with roof cutting and pressure relief and gob retaining are formulated, including safety assurance technical measures, such as advanced precrack and seam cutting, roof reinforcement and support, gangue retaining protection beside the roadway, lagging temporary support, and on-site industrial test monitoring scheme. Aiming at the hard rock roof, the “deep hole + shallow hole” presplitting blasting roof cutting technology is developed, and the economic and reasonable blasting parameters are determined. The drilling peep results show that the implementation effect of presplitting blasting technology is good. The results showed that deep holes and shallow holes with small spacing and parallel to each other shall be arranged on the planned seam line. The peeping results show that the crack formation rate in the charging section exceeds 85% in the process of deep hole blasting. In shallow hole blasting, the crack formation rate of charging section is more than 90%.

1. Introduction

China and other major coal producing countries have invested more research on the technology of Retaining Roadway along goaf in order to reduce roadway excavation, improve the recovery rate of coal resources, ensure the continuity of production, and improve the economic benefits of mines [1–4]. Previous studies mainly focused on the adaptive conditions of retaining roadway, the deformation and failure mechanism of surrounding rock, the support methods beside roadway and in roadway, and the development of new filling materials.

Zuo et al. have systematically investigated the macro/meso failure mechanism of deep rock or coal-rock combined body under different loading conditions [5]. Studies of Wang et al. mainly monitored the surrounding rock deformation and coal pillar stress in the recovery rooms of the N1206 panel of 2-2 coal seam at Ningtiota Coal Mine and the 15205 panel of 5-2 coal seam at Hongliulin Coal Mine [6]. Guo et al. [7] found that at lower stress level, the creep behavior prefers to occur in the samples with smaller
Aim: To improve roadway maintenance conditions and reduce roadway excavation support cost.

Introduction: To reduce the amount of roadway excavation and stabilize the roadway surrounding rock, critical angle coal seam deformation and failure mechanisms in steeply inclined top coal caving are studied. Wu et al. [16] obtained the relationship between roadway width and the secant elastic modulus of concrete. The difference value of the secant elastic modulus is investigated based on multilevel compressive cyclic loading. The evolution of secant elastic modulus is investigated based on measurements from top loading platens and LVDT in the middle part of concrete. The difference value of the two secant elastic moduli is reduced when close to failure could be used as a fatigue failure precursor.

Earlier studies [11, 12] used the similar material simulation test method to conduct a preliminary study on the basic roof breaking position and shape of gob retaining roadway, the influence of different support methods on roof activity and relevant technical parameters of roadway side filling. It is considered that the combination of bolt (cable) mesh support and artificial construction of high-strength roadway filling body are conducive to the stability of the roof of gob retaining roadway in comprehensive mechanized top coal caving mining, and the minimum requirements for the width of filling zone and the compressive strength of filling materials are given. According to the masonry beam theory and the basic roof acting on the surrounding rock of the gob-side entry of fully mechanized top coal caving in a given deformation mode, some studies [13–15] analyzed the deformation mechanism of the surrounding rock of the roadway, established the mechanical model of the roadway top coal, preliminarily analyzed and solved the deformation of the top coal under the given deformation of the basic roof using the variational method, and analyzed the top coal subsidence and support resistance of coal elastic modulus. The relationship between roadway width is discussed. Through actual measurement, Wu et al. [16] obtained the basic characteristics and laws of deformation and failure of mined out roadway in steeply inclined critical angle coal seam through actual measurement and proposed that the main feature of deformation and failure of mining roadway in steeply inclined critical angle coal seam is asymmetric deformation. The mechanism of asymmetric failure and serious deformation failure of large dip critical angle coal seam is revealed. It is considered that for the roadway with asymmetric deformation, the corresponding section form must be adopted to ensure the stability of roadway surrounding rock and reduce the support cost.

The mining succession of Qidong mine is relatively tight. In order to reduce the amount of roadway excavation, improve the roadway maintenance conditions and improve the economic and technical conditions of mine safety production, the key technology of Retaining Roadway along gob with hard roof is studied. Through this research, a set of gob-side entry retaining technology system suitable for the mining area is formed, so that the excavation quantities of one mining roadway near the replacement face can be reduced, and the tension of mining replacement can be effectively alleviated. It can improve the maintenance conditions of high stress roadway along goaf with large mining depth and reduce the roadway maintenance cost. It can also help realization of continuous mining without coal pillar, reduce the loss of coal resources, improve the recovery rate of mining area, increase the recoverable reserves of the mine, and prolong the service life of the mine.

2. Mining and Geological Conditions for the Case Study of Coal Mine

Qidong Coal Mine is located in Suzhou City, Anhui Province, China, with an approved production capacity of 1.8 million t/a, mainly mining 61, 71, 82, and 9 # coal. If two roadways are arranged in one working face in the past, the following problems may be faced: (1) One working face is arranged with two parallel grooves, the roadway excavation speed is slow, the overall excavation rate is high, and the excavation cost is high, which is easy to cause the tense situation of mine excavation replacement. (2) 6 m coal pillar is reserved between two adjacent working faces, resulting in reduced recovery rate of mining area, reduced recoverable reserves of mine, and shortened service life. (3) The reserved size of coal pillar along goaf is not easy to grasp, which often leads to stress concentration and difficult maintenance of adjacent roadway. (4) The side coal pillar in the goaf of the working face is easy to be compacted and crushed, which is very easy to cause the gas and ponding in the adjacent goaf to flow into the working face, resulting in the gas overrun of the working face and the natural ignition of the residual coal in the goaf, which seriously threatens the safety production of the mine. (5) The working face adopts one-time full-height mining, with large gas emission and easy gas accumulation in the upper corner, which is not conducive to safe and efficient production of the mine. In order to ensure the safe production of 7135 working face, the excavation quantities of adjacent working face roadways and floor extraction roadways are reduced, the excavation cost is reduced, and the tension of working face connection is alleviated; the return air roadway of 7135 working face is reserved along the goaf. It can reduce one roadway in the working face, reduce the loss of coal pillar, and cancel “skip mining.” The realization of continuous mining is conducive to the centralization of production: reduce the “two in and one return” Y-type ventilation mode of the working face and eliminate the gas accumulation in the return air corner. Figure 1 shows the view of gob-side entry retaining and stratigraphic column. Figure 2 shows the bolt support drawing of 7135 return air roadway section. The physical and mechanical parameters of each rock stratum are shown in Table 1.

There are many kinds of gob-side entry retaining in China, such as paste-filling gob-side entry retaining, high water-filling gob-side entry retaining, and flexible formwork.
Figure 1: View of gob-side entry retaining and stratigraphic column. (a) View of 7135 full mechanized coal face. (b) Comprehensive stratigraphic column.
concrete-filling gob-side entry retaining. Their common point is the need to form a filling body to support the roadway roof. The process is complex, the equipment investment is large, and the investment is large. The method of roof cutting and pressure relief retaining roadway along the goaf has the advantages of simple system and low cost. Retaining roadway along goaf with roof cutting and pressure relief is a major roadway protection technology conducive to mine safety production and improving mine technical and economic benefits. It can completely cancel the section coal pillar, improve the recovery rate of coal resources, improve the damage condition of roadway surrounding rock, reduce the difficulty of roadway support, reduce the amount of roadway excavation, prolong the service life of mine, and alleviate the contradiction of mining and replacement, canceling isolated island working face, and shortening the moving time of working face can reduce “Y” ventilation and solve the problem of gas overrun in working face.

3. Application of Deep-Shallow Hole Precracking Blasting Technology

3.1. Precracking and Blasting Theory of Seam Formation. Based on the above analysis results of the roof collapse and fracture characteristics of the working face and the main factors affecting the stability of the surrounding rock of the gob retaining roadway, the technical principle of roof cutting and pressure relief gob retaining roadway guaranteed by

![Diagram of Bolt Support Drawing of 7135 Return Air Roadway Section]

**Figure 2:** Bolt support drawing of 7135 return air roadway section.

**Table 1:** Experimental mechanical parameters of each rock stratum.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample name</th>
<th>Sample number</th>
<th>Uniaxial compressive strength (MPa)</th>
<th>Uniaxial tensile strength (MPa)</th>
<th>Cohesion (MPa)</th>
<th>Internal friction angle (°)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Main roof</td>
<td>1-1-1</td>
<td>65.42</td>
<td>5.86</td>
<td>7.72</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1-1-2</td>
<td>63.45</td>
<td>5.96</td>
<td>7.86</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1-1-3</td>
<td>67.30</td>
<td>5.42</td>
<td>7.95</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2-1-1</td>
<td>33.56</td>
<td>4.49</td>
<td>2.59</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immediate</td>
<td>2-1-2</td>
<td>30.21</td>
<td>4.51</td>
<td>2.46</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>roof</td>
<td>2-1-3</td>
<td>36.98</td>
<td>4.66</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3-1-1</td>
<td>8.45</td>
<td>2.19</td>
<td>2.09</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7# coal</td>
<td>3-1-2</td>
<td>8.23</td>
<td>2.26</td>
<td>2.99</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3-1-3</td>
<td>8.79</td>
<td>2.38</td>
<td>2.58</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4-1-1</td>
<td>40.80</td>
<td>6.97</td>
<td>2.89</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Floor</td>
<td>4-1-2</td>
<td>45.6</td>
<td>6.43</td>
<td>2.46</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4-1-3</td>
<td>42.5</td>
<td>6.82</td>
<td>2.99</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
cutting off the basic roof is proposed: Before the mining of the working face, the roof cutting technology shall be adopted in the working face where the roadway is planned to be reserved to cut off the basic roof above the roadway and the goaf and the rock stratum below it, so as to avoid the "O-X" fracture of the roof above the reserved roadway and reduce the impact of the roof collapse dynamic pressure of the goaf on the reserved roadway (Figure 3). Make the roadway roof form a short arm beam structure and take reinforcement and support measures to strengthen the structure of the short wall beam, improve the overall bearing capacity of the short wall beam, and determine the stability of the reserved roadway roof, as shown in Figure 4(a). After the mining of the working face, the coal gangue support measures shall be taken at one side of the reserved roadway goaf, and the roadway side shall be formed along the coal gangue support measures. The roof is supported by temporary support measures to reduce the impact of surrounding rock dynamic pressure on the reserved roadway, as shown in Figure 4(b). Finally, when the retaining roadway crosses the influence of dynamic pressure, withdraw the temporary support to complete the retaining roadway along the goaf.

3.2. Numerical Simulation of Precracking Blasting in Hard Rock Strata. At present, the main numerical simulation methods in the technical field of explosion impact effect are finite difference method, finite volume method, and finite element method. The finite difference method first establishes the differential equations, then covers the time domain and space domain with the help of the grid and uses the difference to replace the differential in the differential equations for approximate numerical solution. The finite difference method is widely used in fluid mechanics and explosion mechanics. The finite element method first decomposes the continuous solution domain into finite elements to form a discrete model and then obtains its approximate numerical solution. Finite element method mainly includes dynamic finite element and structural finite element. Dynamic finite element is mainly used to calculate the strong dynamic load problems with complex boundary shape or including material interface. At present, it has been widely used in the simulation calculation of impact problems. Finite volume method is a kind of numerical method, which transforms partial differential equations into integral form in physical space and then discretizes the conservation law of integral form directly on the selected control volume in physical space.

Because the blasting vibration effect is a nonlinear process, combined with the geological conditions of coal mine, this study uses the finite element analysis software ANSYS/LS-DYNA to numerically simulate the changes in effective force between the connecting lines of two adjacent peripheral holes and in the vertical direction during tunnel excavation. The numerical model is mainly composed of explosive, air, and rock. Solid164 solid element is used for finite element simulation, in which explosive and air materials are modeled by Euler grid. The element is practical multimaterial ALE algorithm, and the rock part is modeled by Lagrange grid. Among them, Lagrange and Euler elements are coupled by CONSTRANL_LAGRANGE_IN_SOLID function provided by LS-DYNA. Because it is a strip charge, the model can be simplified to a plane symmetry problem without considering the end effect under the condition of center line initiation.

The three-dimensional calculation model is used for simulation. The coordinate axis in the horizontal direction is defined as X axis, the vertical X axis in the horizontal plane is defined as Y axis, and the Z axis is vertically upward. The size of the model is 150 cm × 150 cm × 1 cm. In order to simplify the calculation, the right half region is taken for modeling analysis. Two blast holes are arranged on the model, with a spacing of 50 cm. Uncoupled charge is adopted. The designed blast hole diameter is 5 cm, and the charge roll diameter is 3.5 cm. The established geometric model is shown in Figure 5. Because of the axisymmetric characteristics of the model, 1/2 models are needed to simplify the computation. The whole model is divided into 32193 units, including 1287 explosive units, 1200 air units, and 29706 rock units. According to the above parameters, the calculation model is established. LS-DYNA software can vividly describe the propagation process of stress wave in rock mass medium during blasting. The specific stress wave propagation process is shown in Figure 5. After the explosive is detonated in the blast hole, the stress wave generated takes the blast hole as the center and propagates around with concentric cylindrical wave. The stress wave meets and superimposes at a certain distance between the two blast holes.

3.3. Precracking Technology for Deep-Shallow Holes in Hard Rock Strata. For the super thick hard roof slab, deep holes and shallow holes with small spacing and parallel to each other are arranged on the planned seam line. Control the charge quantity of each blast hole, select low-density and low detonation velocity explosives, adopt uncoupled charge structure, and detonate at the same time. The explosive action of the explosive just produces the through crack on the connection line of the blast hole. The deep hole cuts off the deep rock stratum, and the shallow hole cuts off the shallow rock stratum. The scheme is shown in Figure 6. In order to determine the reasonable advance presplitting cutting parameters, the presplitting blasting technology was used to carry out the cutting test in 7135 air roadway. The effect of roof cutting is evaluated by peeping and observing the collapse of the upper corner. Figure 7 shows the drilling arrangement scheme of deep hole and shallow hole blasting and the drilling charging diagram of the two methods. The drilling parameters are shown in Table 2.
hole blasting shall not be less than one third of the hole depth. The sealing length is 6 m, which is greater than one third of the blast hole depth, i.e., 5.9 m, meeting the requirements. Therefore, the length of charging section is 11.4 m. The charging section is divided into upper and lower parts. The upper part is charged with 15 rolls, which are continuously and seamlessly arranged close to the edge of PE half pipe, the lower part is 12 rolls, which are evenly spaced, and there are 2 sections of water blasting mud. The hole sealing section shall not be less than 6 m, and water cannon mud and clay cannon mud shall be used for hole sealing. There are 2 pieces of water gun mud, with a total length of 0.5 m and clay gun mud of 6 m. The explosive is bound on the half pipe with adhesive tape and sent to the blast hole. The inner diameter of PVE half pipe is 32 mm, the outer diameter is 36 mm, and the length of each section is 2 m. The half pipe is connected with the inner wire and outer wire joints through the inner wire and outer wire joints. The charging section is divided into upper and lower parts. The upper part is charged with 15 rolls, which are continuously and seamlessly arranged close to the edge of PE half pipe, the lower part is 12 rolls, which are evenly spaced, and there are 2 sections of water blasting mud. The hole sealing section shall not be less than 6 m, and water cannon mud and clay cannon mud shall be used for hole sealing. There are 2 pieces of water gun mud, with a total length of 0.5 m and clay gun mud of 6 m. The explosive is bound on the half pipe with adhesive tape and sent to the blast hole. The inner diameter of PVE half pipe is 32 mm, the outer diameter is 36 mm, and the length of each section is 2 m. The half pipe is connected with the inner wire and outer wire joints through the inner wire and outer wire joints. The charging section is divided into upper and lower parts. The upper part is charged with 15 rolls, which are continuously and seamlessly arranged close to the edge of PE half pipe, the lower part is 12 rolls, which are evenly spaced, and there are 2 sections of water blasting mud. The hole sealing section shall not be less than 6 m, and water cannon mud and clay cannon mud shall be used for hole sealing. There are 2 pieces of water gun mud, with a total length of 0.5 m and clay gun mud of 6 m. The explosive is

Figure 3: Fracture characteristics of roadway roof. (a) Roof structure before mining in working face. (b) O-shaped fracture of roof after mining. (c) X-shaped roof fracture after mining.
detonated by electric detonator and transmitted by detonating cord. The electric detonator charges in the forward direction, and 2 millisecond electric detonators are generated for each borehole. Parallel arrangement inside the hole and series arrangement outside the hole. No more than 15 boreholes shall be blasted at one time.

Shallow hole blasting is to cut the top of deep hole sealing section, so its drilling parameters are the same as those of deep hole except depth. That is, the distance between the borehole and the stope is 200 mm, and the dip angle is 80°, diameter is 50 mm, and drilling spacing is 600 mm, arranged at intervals from deep holes. The length of deep hole sealing is 6 m, so the depth of shallow hole is 6 m. The length of hole sealing is 2 m, and the length of charging section is 6-2 = 4 m. The charging section is divided into upper and lower parts. The upper part is charged with 4 rolls, which are continuously and seamlessly arranged close to the edge of PE half pipe, the lower part is charged with 2 rolls, which are continuously and seamlessly arranged, and there are 2 sections of water cannon mud. The hole sealing section shall not be less than 2m, and the hole shall be sealed with water gun mud and clay gun mud. The total length of water gun mud is 0.5 m, and the length of clay gun mud is 2m. The explosive shall be detonated by electric detonator and transmitted by detonating cord. The electric detonator shall be charged in the forward direction. Two millisecond electric detonators shall be fired in each borehole. They shall be arranged in parallel in the borehole and in series outside the borehole. No more than 10 boreholes shall be blasted at one time.

3.4. Observation Results and Effect Evaluation of Roof Cutting. The effect of blasting seam cutting is affected by many factors, and its quality is mainly evaluated from the following two aspects: (1) peeping before and after blasting in the borehole, through peeping before and after blasting in the borehole, the blasting seam cutting effect is compared and analyzed. If there is no obvious development of rock cracks in the borehole after blasting, the blasting seam cutting parameters need to be optimized. (2) Additional peeping holes shall be drilled after blasting, after blasting of adjacent holes, additional peeping holes shall be drilled in the middle of the connecting line between the two holes to observe the development of rock fractures in the holes. If the rock fractures are developed in the direction of the connecting line of blasting holes, it indicates that the joint forming effect is good; otherwise, the advance precrack cutting parameters shall be optimized.
Figure 5: Construction of presplitting blasting model and evolution process of stress wave state. (a) Geometric model of presplitting blasting simulation. (b) $T = 25 \mu s$. (c) $T = 40 \mu s$. (d) $T = 60 \mu s$. (e) $T = 113 \mu s$. (f) $T = 133 \mu s$. 
In order to test the effect of blasting slit cutting, it is necessary to peep at the blasting borehole. The specific scheme is as follows: ZKXG-30 mining borehole imaging trajectory detection device is used to peep before and after blasting. After drilling and blasting, additional peeping holes shall be drilled between the two blasting holes. The parameters of additional drilling holes shall be the same as those of blasting holes and must be located in the middle of the connecting line between the two blasting holes. If the crack propagation length along the top cutting line in the blast hole exceeds 50% of the drilling depth, and there are obvious cracks on the connecting line of adjacent blastholes, it indicates that the crack formation effect is good. Otherwise, the design of advance presplitting cutting joint shall be optimized and observed again until the observation results meet the technical requirements of roof cutting and pressure relief roadway retention along the goaf.

4. The Method of Controlling the Surrounding Rock of Gob-Side Entry Retaining with Hard Roof

4.1. The Technology of Blocking Gangue along the Gob-Side Entry Retaining. High-strength prestressed anchor cable reinforcement support is added on the basis of the original support, and the specification of anchor cable is 21.6×12300/10300 mm. The anchoring end shall enter at least 1.0 m above the basic top fine sandstone to ensure the effectiveness of anchoring. One reinforced support anchor cable shall be arranged in each row along the vertical direction. The row spacing is 800 mm, the anchor cable is 600 mm from the mining side and 4200 mm from the coal pillar side. Four rolls of resin cartridge are used for lengthening anchorage, with two rolls of k-2370 resin cartridge at the upper part and two rolls of z-2370 resin cartridge at the lower part, as shown in Figure 9.

Within the lagging temporary support area behind the working face, the lagging temporary support scheme of π beam shed is composed of “π beam and single hydraulic prop.” The top beam is a 1.2 m long π beam, which is arranged along the roadway trend, with a distance of 1100 mm. “One beam and two columns” are arranged, and the initial support force of all single hydraulic pillars is not less than 100 kN. The design of lag temporary support scheme is shown in Figure 10.

4.2. Ground Pressure Behavior Characteristics of Gob-Side Entry Retaining with Hard Roof. The support systems such as roadway surface displacement, anchor cable load, roof separation, and support working resistance of transportation roadway are monitored, and the monitoring data are sorted and analyzed. The purposes are as follows: (1) to master the dynamics and laws of roadway surrounding rock, so as to provide scientific basis for daily dynamic management of roadway support; (2) provide scientific basis for testing the rationality of support structure, design parameters and construction technology, and modifying and optimizing support parameters; (3) monitor the construction quality, track, feedback, and predict the support status, and timely find out the hidden dangers of the project, so as to ensure the construction safety and roadway stability; (4) provide a comprehensive reference for the design and construction of other similar projects; and (5) the monitoring data can be used as the standard for judging the quality inspection and acceptance of roadway engineering.

After adopting the technology of roof cutting and pressure relief, the deformation and stress of roadway and working face need to be monitored in order to formulate further measures. One measuring station is arranged every
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Figure 7: Continued.
20 m within 100 m of 7135 return air roadway from the cutting hole, and one measuring station every 100 m after 100 m. The layout of the survey station is shown in Figure 11. By analyzing the data during the observation period, it is found that when the 7135 working face is pushed about 400 mm, the deformation of both sides of the roadway and the roof is close to stability. The approach of the two sides is 90-510 mm, with an average of 130 mm, and the roof subsidence is 45-500 mm, with an average of 140 mm.

The variation curve of roof separation layer is shown in Figure 12. The shallow base point of the ionometer is 2.5 m, and the deep base point is 10 m, which is the same as the anchorage position of the anchor cable. In the figure, the shallow separation refers to the separation amount of rock strata below 2.5 m, the deep separation refers to the separation amount of rock strata between 2.5 and 10 m, and the full-length separation amount refers to the separation amount of all rock strata between 0 and 10 m of the roof. It can be seen from Figure 12 that before the dynamic pressure of the working face comes, the roof is generally in a very stable state. The shallow separation is 2 mm, the deep separation is 1 mm, and the total separation is 3 mm. When the working face is pushed forward, the roof appears obvious layer under the influence of advance bearing pressure, and

---

**Table 2: Parameters of blasting presplitting roof.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Design parameters</th>
<th>Deep hole blasting</th>
<th>Shallow hole blasting</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Distance from borehole to stope</td>
<td>200 mm</td>
<td>200 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Direction of drilling</td>
<td>Vertical to the center line of the roadway and inclined to the stope</td>
<td>Vertical to the center line of the roadway and inclined to the stope</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inclination of borehole</td>
<td>80'</td>
<td>80'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depth of borehole</td>
<td>17800 mm</td>
<td>6000 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diameter of borehole</td>
<td>50 mm</td>
<td>50 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spacing of boreholes</td>
<td>600 mm</td>
<td>600 mm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 8: Test of roof cutting effect of presplitting blasting based on borehole peeping method. (a) Peeping results of typical deep hole presplitting blasting. (b) Peeping results of shallow hole blasting. (c) Symmetric fracture formation in a typical hole.
Over-advance pre-cracking slit

Specification of reinforcement anchor support:
ϕ 21.6 x 12300/10300 mm Steel stranded wire
Row distance: 800 mm, 1 per row

Anchor cable support specifications: ϕ 21.6 x 10300 mm Steel stranded wire
Inter-row distance: 1500 x 1600 mm, Towards a step-by-step arrangement

Anchor support specifications: ϕ 20 x 2400 mm Rebar
Anchor inter-row distance: 800 x 800 mm

Rebar Anchor inter-row distance: 750 x 800 mm

Figure 9: Section and plan of roof reinforcement and support.
the layer separation increases rapidly. The shallow, deep, and full-length separation increases to 11 mm, 21 mm, and 32 mm, respectively. The increase in deep separation is about twice that of shallow separation. At 10 m after the working face is pushed forward, the variation of roof separation gradually decreases, and at 30 m behind the working face, the roof separation gradually stabilizes. The total accumulated layer separation is 32 mm, indicating that the roadway support is in good condition, and the roof is stable. Figure 13 shows the site photographs of the implementation of surrounding rock control technology for retaining roadway along goaf. The roadway after presplitting blasting and strengthened support can be seen that the roadway support is in good condition and the roof is stable.
Figure 11: Setting of ground pressure observation station.

Figure 12: The roof separation instrument records the roof separation change curve at 200 mm of the return air roadway.
5. Conclusions

(a) The characteristics of blasting crack formation in hard rock are analyzed, and the mechanism of presplitting blasting crack formation in hard rock is revealed. Aiming at extrathick and hard rock stratum, the roof cutting technology of deep hole and shallow hole combined presplitting blasting is developed. The economic and reasonable blasting parameters are determined, and the purpose of changing the surrounding rock structure and improving the surrounding rock stress distribution is realized.

(b) For hard roof, deep holes and shallow holes with small spacing and parallel to each other shall be arranged on the planned seam line. Control the charge quantity of each blast hole and select explosives with low density and low detonation velocity. The uncoupled charge structure is adopted and detonated at the same time, so that the explosion action of the explosive just produces the through crack on the connecting line of the blast hole. The deep hole cuts off the deep rock stratum, and the shallow hole cuts off the shallow rock stratum.

(c) The peeping results show that during deep hole blasting, the crack forming rate in the charging section exceeds 85%, and the blasting crack forming effect is good. In shallow hole blasting, the crack forming rate in the charging section exceeds 90%, and the blasting crack forming effect is good. The deep hole and shallow hole are combined for evaluation. The drilling depth is 17.8 m, and the joint length is more than 15.4 m. Symmetrical cracks are obvious, and the crack forming rate is 87%, indicating that presplitting blasting can form directional cracks in the roof and form structural weak planes, which is conducive to roof fracture and achieve the purpose of presplitting blasting.
The surrounding rock structure and stress distribution characteristics, gangue movement, and crushing expansion characteristics in goaf, and the dynamic mechanism of U-shaped steel sliding are studied. The surrounding rock control technology system of Retaining Roadway along goaf with roof cutting and pressure relief is developed, and the ground pressure behavior law of Retaining Roadway along goaf with roof cutting and pressure relief is determined. The control technology of retaining roadway surrounding rock with huge thick hard rock slab along the goaf has been formed with the core of “advanced precrack cutting joint → roof reinforcement support → gangue retaining protection beside the roadway → lagging temporary support.”
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